Noted Fiction Writer To Be College Guest

Sophia Kerr Accepts Invitation of Lawrence Chapter of Theta Sigma Phi to Come to State Rally of College Women

Sophia Kerr Underwood, former editor of Woman's Home Companion and several other national papers, will be the guest of Lawrence chapter of Theta Sigma Phi this week. The invitation was extended by the chapter at its meeting last Monday evening. Kerr has been a frequent contributor to the magazine of Lawrence, and has also written several stories for it. She will lecture to the chapter members on a subject to be announced later.

Lawrence Pep Pushes Over Band Fund Drive

Lawrence pep and enthusiasm were at their peak Monday evening. The first meeting of the pep band, when students and faculty gathered, succeeded in making a generous contribution to the support of the college band.

Lawrence of Olden Days Not So Lively

"How do you like the music?" asked the bald student in center P-10, above the racket in chapel head. It was the first question of the evening, and the answer was a resounding "yes!" No student in chapel head, however, was overjoyed at the prospect of a music concert.

Casey Fyfe, who was颇称(/) the Lawrence men among which was a specimen of Lawrence representatives being there. All told, there were some fifty students in the party, the Lawrence Chapel will consist of the following members: Laun-

Robert Underwood

Engineer Students On Field Excursion

Four members of the Geological Engineering class, Leonard Leary, Bessie Sawyer, Margaret Leary, and Paulina Birge, are on a field trip this week to the west side of Lawrence. The trip is being made to observe the geological formations and to study the rock structures.

An open meeting of the Geological Engineering club has been announced for next Wednesday evening.

Attorney Student Chapel

One of the most highly organized and well-organized, the student chapel, the last held on Friday evening, was attended by more than the usual number of students. The chapel was led by Robert Underwood, who is the chaplain of the club. The service was conducted by Dr. John MacMillan, who is the president of the club.

Student Chapel

Lawrence in Auto Accident

Dr. J. H. Tippett, 1000 West Street, director of the American Jewish Committee, was killed in an auto accident in Lawrence. The accident occurred on the main street of the city, and Dr. Tippett died instantly.

The accident occurred near the site of the old chapel in Main Hall where it is now in use. He was a leader in the campaign for the new chapel, and it is expected that he will be succeeded by another attorney to take his place.
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Seventy Grad Honored By Writers' League

Missie Hoye-Sweeney, 7A, has been elected a member of the Berkley Society of American Women, this honor was awarded to Missie Hoye-Sweeney because of her work in the editing of "Legends and Operas," written by E. W. C. Sawyer. Miss Hoye-Sweeney was a professor at Lawrence college from 1872 to 1912, teaching philosophy and literature. She is a companion book to "Freudian Legends." The organization is working toward the establishment of a chapel, but it is not without its loyal advocates and those who pledge toward it.

Teach Faculty To Be Present At College Yard

An open meeting of the Geological Engineering club has been announced for the purposes of the meeting. Such a meeting was held last Monday evening, and the purpose was to discuss the principles of square dealing and uprightness in Lawrence.
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FIFTY-NINE CHOS IN 'SING-TRY OUT' - SHOCHRAN IS MANAGER
Conservatory Head Makes Selections For Squad From Which Men's Choir Will Be Formed

Fifty-nine men, under the leadership of Dean Carl J. Warmoth of the Conservatory of Music, have been chosen to comprise the men's glee club known as the Ariel. The group, which probably numbered forty or fifty, will be selected to make the annual two weeks tour in the spring, with Claire Langen, '24, as director.

It is the aim of the men's glee club to put on a higher class entertainment than is usually presented by a club of this nature and the best grade of music in both the modern and classical part will be used.

The Ariel editor will lie glad to receive any advice or suggestions from the students. The Ariel staff is appointed by the editor, although they do not have the power to publish and experiments on the staff of the paper.

Positions on the 1925 staff are to be awarded the prizes, but will cancel this

1.200 words typewritten on one side of white paper, 81/2 x 11 inches and double spaced. Any number of graphic presentations may be included in the copy.

The manuscript must contain a pseudonym but not the author's name, and must be accompanied by an envelope containing the author's name and pseudonym.

No manuscript will be returned. A copy should be retained by the writer, if he or she wishes to preserve the original.

No information bearing on the identity of the author will be given by the head of the Arielsanological organization.

The manuscripts submitted to the competition must be original and must be accepted as such. Manuscripts submitted in previous years, when members of the staff were chosen by their choices.

Students Then

Schrotter Plays for Students at Recital

The regular weekly business meeting of the Forensic Board will take place at 9:00 Friday evening in the public speaking room on the third floor of Main Hall.

The bars on the front of the Fall house will be open regularly every Friday afternoon from 3:00 to 5:00 o'clock. All girls in attendance are urged to come.

The Wisconsin University Glee club was first prize recently in a contest with 11 other colleges and universities.

THE BILLBOARD

The Billboard

Campus Dates

Nov. 1—Homecoming

Nov. 3—Phi Kappa Alpha Informal

Nov. 8—Vikings and Bifrons

Nov. 12—Dillon Sigma Tau Dance

Nov. 15—Kappa Alpha Fraternity Banquet

Nov. 19—Collegiate All College Overture

Dec. 4—5—All College Debate Tryouts

25 FIFTY-EIGHTH CONSERVATION BOARD MEETING

Wednesday, October 27, 1924

THE STUDENT'S STUDIO

APPAREL SUPPLIERS

for Colleges and High Schools

705 College Ave.

Appleton, Wis.

SUCCESSFUL AND GOOD CLOTHES Go Hand in Hand

The young man who values dress as an expression of personality — who attires himself correctly because he appreciates his surroundings — must be impressed with the worth of good clothes in business life. What he must do is to impress to himself the idea that he will go to the dealer who sells "Progressive" Clothes and look at the New Styles for Fall and Winter.

"Progressive" Clothes are sold by

Bauerfeind

Men's Wear

771 College Ave.

Appleton, Wis.

Pedigrees in Style!

The makers of our Clothes have a reputation to sustain. That's why we keep up with the very latest developments in fashion. This season's best in fabric, cutting, and style. And, with our close margin profit policy you get super value.

That's the story that'll interest you when buying our Suits at

THE CONTINENTAL

The Home of Hart, Schaffner & Marx Clothes
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HARRY CAREY

The Season's Biggest Photoplays at popular prices

SYLVESTER

ANNOUNCING THE WEEK-END SPECIAL

HARRY CAREY

"The Forecasting of the Price of Tobacco, of Cotton, or of Lamb."

The subject of the prize essay competition for undergraduate students of American universities, being conducted by the Robert Menzies Statistical organizations, at the personal belief of Roger F. W. Gates, president and founder of the organization.

The subject has been varied so that students of different parts of the country may choose the one most familiar to their tastes.

Two prizes are offered; $200 will be awarded the best essay submitted by either an undergraduate or a graduate student of any American university; and $100 for the best essay by an undergraduate at any American university.

Content of Article

Rules of the contest follow:

(1) All graduate and undergraduate students who are officially registered in any college or university of the United States or Canada are eligible.

(2) Manuscripts must be limited to 15,000 words typewritten on one side of white paper, 81/2 x 11 inches and double spaced. Any number of graphic presentations may be included in the copy.

(3) The manuscript must contain a pseudonym but not the author's name, and must be accompanied by an envelope containing the author's name and pseudonym.

(4) No manuscript will be returned. A copy should be retained by the writer, if he or she wishes to preserve the original.

(5) No information bearing on the identity of the author will be given by the head of the Robert Menzies Statistical organization.

(6) The exams must be submitted to Bay B. Schwartz, Editor of the American Economic Association, Yale University, New Haven, Conn. on Oct. 1, 1924.

(7) The American Economic Association reserves the right to publish and copyright any essay which is awarded the prize, but will cancel this privilege if it is decided not to publish either or both of the essays. Those receiving an award may be published in the following order:
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SOCIETY

Mrs. James Wood, wife of the former secretary of Lawrence college, was elected treasurer of the local chapter of American Association of University Women at a meeting of the organization on October 21. Mrs. Ward is also treasurer of the state executive.

Thirteen colleges were represented at the meeting of the national executive committee of the association at its annual meeting in Minneapolis on October 30. Miss Elizabeth Mathie, a graduate of Milwaukee Downer college, was elected a member of the executive committee.

Engagements

A RECEPTION was held at Lawrence on Thursday, October 17, in honor of the pledges of the other fraternities on the campus. They included Beloit college, University of Wisconsin, University of Michigan, University of Minnesota, Western College for Women and Woman's college of Zurich, Switzerland.

Parties

Phi Kappa Alpha pledges entertained active siblings of the superfraternity at their lodginghouse on Friday night. They included Beta Sigma Phi fraternity at Lawrence. Elizabeth Tewkesbury, ex-’25, of Chicago, will tour Alaska, Canada, and the western part of the United States this winter with her father. Last year Miss Tewkesbury attended the Whitman Publishing company of Chicago. Prior to this, Miss Tewkesbury was a saleswoman for the Whitman Publishing company of Racine.

John H. Wilterding, ’23, of Wisconsin, is working for the Bantam Publishing company of Menasha. Mr. Wilterding is a member of Theta Phi fraternity. He was editor of the school in 1923.
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Waltman-Trettien

CLOTHIERS

We have just received a large shipment of.

LEATHER VESTS

All styles and sizes

STUDENTS

ALSO CLOTHES

WALTMAN-TRETTIEN

BRIEFS

Now Available

Real Beauty in Rubber Fountain Pens

The new Wahl Pen is so far superior to all other pens that it will be hard, indeed, for anyone to find fault with it. The Wahl Pen is the only pen that will please the most fastidious writer. It is not only beautiful in form, but is built to last, made to give satisfaction.

The Wahl Pen is a fountain pen. It writes with a fine line, accurately and consistently, just as does the best writing instrument. It never fails to give satisfaction, and is, in fact, the only fountain pen that is sure to please the most fastidious writer.
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BRIEFS

Mostly Personal

Alumnae of Lawrence.

Enjoyed a week-end party at Schmidt's cottage on Lake Winnebago.

Fraternities on the campus in honor of the pledges of the other fraternity.

Noted in Appleton Saturday and Sunday.

Mr. Tippet, who starred for Lawrence football during his alma mater days, is a member of Beta Sigma Phi fraternity. Adda Mae Ward, ’23, of Durand, is a member of Kappa Delta sorority. Miss Achtenhagen, ’20, of Mavville, is teaching English in the Appleton high school. Miss Davis at Hall grade school. Miss Hampden was prominent in Y. W. C. A. work while in college. Evald Clausen, ex- ’22, of Racine, is working for the Bantam Publishing company of Milwaukee.
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The Autumn Spreads Before My Eyes
The headline writer who wrote "College Inn at Walk Around" in last issue was an optimist. All we saw there were Freshmen. But then she couldn't make many letters in the column.

Ditzy of the Dear Dos Dollar
The business manager has been inspired, after looking over his list of disingenrati (sic) letters from freshmen, to compose the following: "Dear Miss:..."

College Inn on the Avenue at 759
"Your welcome!"

Dentist
894 College Avenue

Your Walk and Talk or Dance Theatre
Pleasant Surroundings

McKee Furniture Co.
811-815 College Avenue

You Can Get the Lamp You Want Now—We Offer You
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President Coolidge Proclaims National Education Week, Beginning Nov. 18

President Calvin C. Coolidge on October 13 proclaimed American Education Week, the seven-day period beginning November 18, urging the nation-wide observance of a program and inviting especially the cooperation of "the state and local authorities with civic and religious bodies to secure its most general and helpful observance."

The complete proclamation of the nation's executive follows:

President of the United States, do hereby designate the seven-day period beginning on Thursday, Oct. 18, 1923, as 'National Education Week', in order that there be an annual observance of the beginning of the second semester in order that there may be given every encouragement in the schools of the United States, and in order to stimulate the people of the nation to give their support to the cause of education. This country was founded on the principles of self-government by a free people. Those who were worthy of the name were worthy of being educated. Those who led the way and were the leaders must necessarily have the education with which to guide and cherish the interests of the country. The sovereign had to be educated. The sovereign had become the people. But the task is not finished, it has only been begun. We have observed the evidence of a broadening vision of the whole educational system. This has included a recognition that education must not end with the period of school attendance, but must be given every encouragement thereafter. To this end the night school movement has continued to grow in extent. The extension work of the colleges and universities, the provision for teaching technical, agricultural and mechanical arts, have marked out the path to a broader and more widely diffused national culture. To insure the permanence of free governments in the States of the Union, there was adopted the principle of self-government by the institutions of religion and private charity, until the beginning of the second semester.

Lawrence Professors Get Dictaphone Habit

"Lawrence professors are becoming addicted to dictaphones," says Dr. John B. Hargis. "In fact, I'm going to have one myself soon."

Doctor Hargis went to carry on continued conversations with the only dictaphone on the campus. It is reasoned that there should be two. Dean Francis W. Hargis was the second professor to possess one. Dean Francis W. Hargis ordered one, and says that he expects to develop into a fluent speaker through its use.

Dresses of Silk Crepe Priced Astonishingly Low

Unless you see these Silk Dresses it is hard to believe that we can really sell such garments at this low price! Only concourse purchasers can afford to give the hundreds of J. C. Penney Company Stores enables us to get the price concessions from manufacturers which mean these savings for you. See these wonderful values for yourself!

Newest Styles at the Lowest Prices!

Lovely Dresses of sat crepe and crepe de chine, becoming styled for women and misses.行走，行走，行走，丝绸面料和薄纱，包括各种优雅的丝绸，增加了其吸引力。

Colors: black, brown, navy, and cocoa.

Size 16 to 44

$13.75
Japanese Student Tells Experiences

(Editors' Note—Among the many interesting figures this year on Lawrence campus, each year bringing more cosmopolitans in its appearance as foreign students from many corners of the globe are enrolled, is Donald G. Lee. charging student from the Japanese land of Formosa, who enrolled in the college of liberal arts this Fall. In an article written especially for The Lawrentian, Mr. Lee tells in charming manner of his trip to America, and the experiences attending his subsequent enrollment at Lawrence.)

By DONALD G. LEE.

I am very glad to have this opportunity to tell you something about my trip from Formosa to the country in the year 1922.

First of all let me remind you of the history, location and productivity of the island, because most of us are ill able to forget what we learned about this island's geography in the grade school. This little island is situated about 800 miles south of Japan and 290 miles north of China. It is 180 miles in length and 130 miles in width. It has some world products. The most important product is in camphor. Formosa alone produces seven-tenths of the world's supply of this product. Next to this is in importance comes sugar, cinnamon, and rice. Other important are such tropical fruits as the banana, pineapple, orange, cocoa and coconuts. Formosa was the same given by the Portuguese when they first came to the island about 1480 for the purpose of conquering the sea trade in the Far East. After they had settled down in the island's interior, the Portuguese impressed on their own given plantation, they learned to cultivate the sugar. Ever since camphor began to be demanded in the business, Formosans have been encouraged in their business despite the distance from home. They forgot their name and became attached to the signified, camphor, high mountains plague running everywhere, north and south, on this island which they named "beautiful." I am glad to say that I was born in Formosa in 1903. Now on to my trip. I left "home sweet home" February 2, 1922. It takes four days to get to Formosan crossing the Pacific Ocean. I was forced to spend these days in Japan, visiting with old friends. My host, the Tsuyu Masa, a Japanese lord, told farewell to Japan March 2. I left Formosa the first four days of the trip. But it is much easier and quicker to get acquainted with so much land if it didn't take me long to make many friends. All the passengers turned their attention to the deck sports and exercises. A meeting of those interested in sports was held during the sea voyage. Because of my ability as a ping pong player, I was elected one of the sports' committee. There were many Americans and Englishmen in the committee so it caused me much exertion whenever I hear it, instead of speaking in English during the committee meetings. Very often, I used my hands to emphasize what I meant and for the most part they seemed to understand me alright. As for me I hardly understood what they were talking about. It was as if I listening to the birds singing.

As the boat proceeded nearer and nearer to the harbor of Honolulu, on March 12, we all had to change from winter clothes to summer clothes. A party of six passengers climbed the island and had a wonderful time travelling in the car, observing such notable places as Waikiki Beach, Honolulu, O'ahu, Pearl Harbor, and the like. All our observations lasted for a day with Hawaiian dances, that brought her come toward San Francisco at 5 o'clock that afternoon.

The last part of our sea voyage was most interesting. We had wrestling exhibitions, musical programs, dances, movies, sports meetings, etc. All the games were finished the day before our boat landed at San Francisco on March 18.

As we entered the Golden Gate, I got the impression of entering the heavenly country, the country of liberty. I thought there would be more opportunities to learn English, so we decided to stay in one of the biggest hotels in the town. Deciding to have the boy sent up to our room, I took up the telephone and after I put the receiver to my ear said "Hello." "I'm a new pensioner here," came the answer of "operator." I tired my best to make her understand what I wanted to say, but was obliged to give up in vain. I left San Francisco for Appleton on March 30th.

I am much indebted to my friends who arranged everything for us on arrival at Appleton. I enrolled at once at Lawrence which I like very much. What I have noticed most are the many mile track "language" you Americans see, the punctuality of your train and many kindred. It is also quite true that we use thousands of words never learned from the best book or dictionary.

The best way I have found for foreign students to master these troublesome words is to mix chatter with the American youth. He can thus ask what peculiar word or phrase means whenever he hears it, instead of spending all day trying to find out from the dictionary. I would never have been able to talk English in two months had I not stayed in the dormitory at Lawrence.

De Long Shoppe
Distinctive Millinery

589 Appleton Street
In the New Spector Building

Answering Query of "Why Go to College?"

In an article "Why go to College?" put out by the Board of Education of the Methodist church some interesting statistics on the advantages of college training are given. The college furnished us with:

52% of our Presidents of our Vice Presidents 69% of our Congressmen 90% of our Supreme Court Justices 97% of our Attorney-General

The important of State wanted to say, but was obliged to give up in vain. I left San Francisco for Appleton on March 30th.
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College Mixer is Decided Success

With the largest attendance in its history, and with the program planned out without a hitch, the annual all-collage mixer was held last evening by the college Y.M.C.A. and Y.W.C.A., this year under the personal direction of Dorothy Lyman, '21, and Wilfred Hennow, '20, in the two organizations, was held on the campus last Friday night.

Because of the rain in the afternoon the Freshman-Sophomore interclass tug-of-war, which was to determine which class would be allowed to paint its numeral on the Junior rock, had to be postponed. The first-year men, however, made up for this disappointment by painting a miniature rock on the front steps of Main Hall as their class token. After the usual exchange of signatures by Dr. and Mrs. Samuel Plantz head of the Kreshman-Sophomore interclass tug-of-war, Dr. and Mrs. Samuel Plantz headed the grand march, followed by the faculty members, their wives, and the class presidents. Couples were paired off by John Twelley, president of the Y. M. C. A., and the promenade around the campus took place.

Margaret Anness of the conservatory of music led the singing, and the brown band conducted, assisted by snacks of the conservatory and Walter Pagenkopf, '21, who led in the pep stunt.

George Christensen, '21, of Keshena, was chairman of the refreshments committee.

Grades Examination

The examination in grammar for freshmen and for any others who may wish to take it is to be held on Oct. 26.

Delta Kappa Epsilon announces the coming of Paul Kalfahs, '27, of Neenah, to have graduated into a more lucrative office position. Chuck is started to have the business from a to z and at the end of two years expects to have graduated into a more lucrative office position.
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Football — Neath
The Mellow Moon
Cincinnati, O. — A new note was struck in gridiron history when the University of Cincinnati defeated Kathy Wyoming in a game of light football. The game which was played somewhat as an experiment proved quite a success that Cincinnati is endeavoring to arrange for some of its other games to be played in the same fashion.

Eight plays were placed around the field, as, on these carried groups of five big search lights and two of them were powered by four big arc.

The players were not bothered by the lights and the spectators found the field as clear as view in the full light of day.

Kicks by Stoll (two) and a drop-kick out the contest, while all nine points made its downs but three times through.

It is safe to say that the Blue and White defense was practically impenetrable. It

The nine points gained so easily in the first moments of the Lawrence-Lauriefine that when the opening whistle ushers in the big game of the season. We would be pardoned, however, when we venture to give added color to the really big game of the season. The success of your dinner parties depends a great deal on the food—and the most important food item is meat.
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Beloit line is fairly heavy, and changes fast and hard. In the Cornell contest long end runs and running passes formed the second and made up the greatest share of the Beloit offense, and with least of results.

Lawrence on the other hand seems to have stuck to their offense. The best showing of the lawyer's offense was at last Saturday, however, in a return of the old Beloit line and spirit that seems to have left them. While the entire squad played admirably in the normal school game, some exceptions of plays might have been made. Mr. Buck has hit a new life, and Lawrence coaching seems to be the whole explanation.

Looking Better

With the work of ceaseless drilling and Buck has pitted them out, with a smile at the end of guidance every sight — the Blue has shown wonderful improvement in both their spirit and technique of execution. Offsets both in the line and backfield have apparently hit home. Olhausen has been moved out of line and is playing a whirlwind game at guard, while Stoll in the line and backfield have apparently hit home. Both the Blue and White will otherwise be the same as on past occasions.

Backfield Improves

In the backfield, RetaIl has been getting its turn as he never planned before — and getting all kinds of results. Curry, Kinney, Butterfield, these all have been playing under flak from the school, and with the new realization that they must either play football or lose to get them on, there is every reason for the cheer of the Blue to feel confident.

Not a small share of the blame for the loss of last week must go to the end-backs. Never before in Lawrence history has there been such a heavy load of end-backs to clear the way for the back and to prevent the run. Lawrence is perhaps fortunate in being able to count on them, and when the result does not affect the ending running. It is possible that some hundred percent call with the student body it represents registering nil
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